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Editorial.......

Dear readers,

We are immensely pleased to come with the new issue of Bigul Magazine for the academic year 
2074. Bigul is the decade long history of creative exploration in Global Collegiate School. We are 
glad to grow with increased maturity, creativity and experience. With this strength, we are planning 
to appear in booklet form very soon, which will definitely exhort more sincerity, authenticity and 
creativity on the part of contributors and publication team. 

 The present issue has been the good blend of variety of articles developed in various themes. 
This reflects heterogeneous interest of our students. Classroom (or a school) is a miniature society. 
That means what happens in society can be found in school premises in condensed form.  As there 
is variety in the interest of community people, the orientation of our students is also directed to 
different issues and aspects of life. This has made our magazine more informative and readable. 
We heartily encourage our students to continue their valuable contribution in the publication of 
magazine in the days to come as well. The editorial board is grateful to the student representatives 
for the supporting role during its publication. Since we are planning to bring Bigul Magazine in 
new form, we expect valuable suggestion and guidelines from our readers. Please feel free to drop 
your suggestions along with your articles in our article drop box.
 
Finally, we would like to use this opportunity to express our best wishes for upcoming festivals 
of varied taste and color.
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